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Transport Minister sees benefits of working with Seafish 

During a visit to Grimsby last week, Mike Penning, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport, 

met with staff from the safety team at Seafish to see for himself the benefits to fishermen’s safety of 

collaboration between Seafish and the Department for Transport.  

Since 2008, the Department for Transport has matched Seafish’s levy investment in fishermen’s training 

enabling Seafish’s network of Approved Training Providers to train 2,500 fishermen on courses designed 

for skippers of fishing vessels less than 16.5m. 

Over the same period 1,600 fishermen have registered at Seafish’s e-Academy, an online e-learning 

platform that allows fishermen to study navigation, engineering and stability free of charge, in their own 

time and at their own pace. The e-Academy has been particularly popular with fishermen in remote 

areas. 

Simon Potten, Safety Coordinator at Seafish, said: “The financial support we have received from the 

Department for Transport has enabled us to train twice as many fishermen as we would otherwise have 

been able to. We hope that this support will continue as we start to re-focus our funding towards 

providing voluntary refresher safety training for experienced fishermen.” 

The Minister was in Grimsby to talk to fishermen about fishing safety and see what is currently being 

done to try to improve safety by Seafish, the MCA, RNLI and the Fishermen’s Mission. 

ENDS 

Photo caption: Training Adviser Keir Day demonstrates Seafish’s fishing vessel stability training to 

Shipping Minister Mike Penning. 

For more information contact: 

Gaynyr Dickson, Seafish 

T: 0131 524 8658 

E: g_dickson@seafish.co.uk 

Notes to editors 

 Seafish, the authority on seafood, was founded in 1981 by an Act of Parliament and supports the 
seafood industry for a sustainable, profitable future. Our services range from research and 
development, economic consulting, market research and training and accreditation through to 
account management and legislative advice for the seafood industry. www.seafish.org 

http://www.seafish.org/

